CAUTION!

The playboard on this machine has an improved finish with excellent wearing properties. Do not under any circumstances clean the board with water, water soap solutions or harsh abrasives. Avoid such things as Steel Wool, Kitchen Cleansers or Abrasive Hand Soap.

Water will weaken the adhering of the paint to the board and abrasives shorten the board life by many thousand plays. A wax base cleaner with negligible abrasive qualities used lightly, but frequently, will extend the board life to its full capabilities.
This shipment has been carefully inspected and properly packed before leaving factory. We cannot assume responsibility for breakage that may occur in transportation. If this shipment is damaged in any way, immediately notify the carrier and file a damage report so that a satisfactory adjustment can be made by them.

D. GOTTLIEB & COMPANY

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Adjust tilt switch located near relays in lightbox.

If game is being actuated by player striking backglass, bracket, game will be less sensitive to tilting. By moving strike plate closer to tilt bob support strike plate.

There are two sets of holes for mounting tilt bob.

Tilt Setting: